The 2017 Pennsylvania Junior Holstein Judging School was sponsored by the Pennsylvania Junior Holstein Association and hosted by the Lancaster County Holstein Association. There were over 60 participants in attendance this year. Herds that were visited during the school: Conebella Ayrshires, Donald Gable Family, Misty-Z Holsteins, Dale Zimmerman Family, Cross Boarder Holsteins- Delton Nolt Family and Hillacres Jerseys-Tom Arrowsmith Family.

Participants had the opportunity to place 12 classes over two days and work on written and oral reasons on classes. Participants were also involved in discussing the classes and talking in front of the whole group on placing the classes. We appreciate the work of Aaron Cornman who served as the teacher for our two-day conference.

The Pennsylvania Junior Holstein Association is most appreciative to the Lancaster Holstein Association for helping organize the school and allowing us to judge some excellent cattle in their county.